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Precision Calculations for the LHC

• Precision calculations play an essential role at the LHC.
• e.g. characterize Higgs, SM backgrounds, SM measurements,...

• State of the art is next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO).
5

Figure 3: The transverse momentum spectrum of the W -
boson at LO, NLO and NNLO in perturbation theory. The
bands indicate the estimated theoretical error. The lower in-
set shows the ratios of the NLO over the LO cross section,
and the NNLO over the NLO cross section. The red vertical
error bars in the lower inset indicate the scale-variation error.
The blue and black lines in the lower inset respectively show
the distribution for T cut

N = 0.05 GeV and T cut
N = 0.06 GeV,

for the scale choice µ = MW .
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Figure 3: The transverse momentum of the leading jet at LO,
NLO, and NNLO in the strong coupling constant. The lower
inset shows the ratios of NLO over LO cross sections, and
NNLO over NLO cross sections. Both shaded regions in the
upper panel and the lower inset indicate the scale-variation
errors.

Figure 4: The transverse momentum of the Higgs boson at
LO, NLO, and NNLO in the strong coupling constant. The
lower inset shows the ratios of NLO over LO cross sections,
and NNLO over NLO cross sections. Both shaded regions
in the upper panel and the lower inset indicate the scale-
variation errors.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented in this manuscript a complete cal-
culation of Higgs production in association with a jet
through NNLO in perturbative QCD. Our computation
uses the recently proposed method of jettiness subtrac-
tion, a general technique for obtaining higher-order cor-
rections to processes containing final-state jets. We con-
firm and extend a recent calculation of the dominant

gg and qg partonic channels through NNLO [11], and
present additional phenomenological results for 8 TeV
LHC collisions. We also present several distributions for
the Higgs and the leading jet that can be measured with
LHC data. Our results indicate that the perturbative se-
ries is under good control after the inclusion of the NNLO
corrections. We look forward to the comparison of our
theoretical prediction with the upcoming data from Run
II of the LHC.
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NNLO Amplitudes

Hua Xing Zhu Zhejiang University

Amplitude frontier: two-loop 2→3 processes
• Impressive progress in the calculation of two-loop amplitudes 
• Integrand for five and six-point all plus amplitudes in Yang-Mills 

theory [Badger, Frellesvig, Y. Zhang; Badger, Mogull, Ochirov, O’Connell; 
Badger, Mogull, Peraro] 

• Five-point all-massless planar integral available [Gehrmann, Henn, 
Lo Presti] 

• integrated expression for five and six-point all plus amplitudes 
[Gehrmann, Henn, Lo Presti; Dunbar, Perkins] 

• Very recently, first numerical calculation of two-loop planar four 
gluon amplitudes by generalized unitary methods [Abreu, Febres 
Cordero, Ita, Jaquier, Page, Zeng]

17
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+
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+
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• Distribution of minus the base 10 
logarithm of the relative error for 
the numerical calculation with 
respect to analytic result

Abreu, Febres Cordero, Ita, Jaquier, Page, Zeng

• Well developed set of tools for calculating amplitudes
• Integration by Parts Chetyrkin, Tchakov

• Differential Equations Kotikov, Remiddi, Gehrmann, Henn

• Symbols, Polylogarithms, Special Functions

• Many two-loop amplitudes of phenomenological relevance known.

• 2→ 2 NNLO virtual corrections:
• Di-jet: [Anastasiou, Glover, Oleari, Tejeda-Yeomans], [Bern, De Freitas, Dixon]

• γ+ jet: [Anastasiou, Glover, Tejeda-Yeomans]

• W+ jet: [Gehrmann, Tancredi]

• Z+ jet: [Gehrmann, Tancredi, Weihs]

• H+ jet: [Gehrmann, Jaquier, Glover, Koukoutsakis]

• Diboson: [Gehrmann, von Manteuffel, Tancredi], [Caola, Henn, Melnikov, Smirnov, Smirnov]

• Progress towards 2→ 3:
• Integrands: [Badger, Frellesvig, Zhang], [Badger, Mogull, Ochirov, O’Connell], [Badger, Mogull, Peraro]

• Integrals: [Gehrmann, Henn, Lo Presti], [Dunbar, Perkins]
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NNLO Cross Sections

• Progress towards NNLO phenomenology slower.

• Significant complexity in translating amplitudes → cross sections.

• Recent rapid progress in NNLO calculations involving jets.

CERN Particle Theory Seminar December 1, 2017 4 / 61



NNLO Cross Sections

• Higher order calculations require cancellation of soft and collinear
divergences between real and virtual diagrams.

• NLO:
Real Virtual

Explicit 1
ε2 from loop.“Hidden” 1

ε2 from integration
over phase space.

• Note that for cross sections I will use a “cut” notation:
 ·



†

≡
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NNLO Cross Sections

• Higher order calculations require cancellation of soft and collinear
divergences between real and virtual diagrams.

• NNLO:

• Complicated overlapping divergences.

• IR structure of cross sections is bottleneck to NNLO phenomenology
at LHC.

Virtual-VirtualVirtual-RealReal-Real
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Inclusive Cross Sections

• Relatively inclusive cross sections can be computed analytically.

• Recent progress: “Higgs Differential” [Dulat, Mistlberger et al.]

Figure 3: The CMS rapidity distribution of an on-shell Z boson at the LHC. The LO, NLO, and

NNLO results have been included. The bands indicate the variation of the renormalization and

factorization scales in the range MZ/2 ≤ µ ≤ 2MZ.

range used in the rest of the paper, µF = µR = µ and M/2 < µ < 2M , provides a good

guide to the perturbative uncertainty remaining from the terms beyond NNLO.

In Fig. 5 we present the rapidity distribution for on-shell Z production at Run II of

the Tevatron. The scale variation is unnaturally small at LO; it is 3% at central rapidities,

and varies from 0.1% to 5% from Y = 1 to Y = 2. This occurs because the direction of

the scale variation reverses within the range of µ considered, i.e., dσLO/dµ = 0 for a value

of µ which satisifes MZ/2 ≤ µ ≤ 2MZ . This value of µ depends upon rapidity, leading to

scale dependences which vary strongly with Y . The scale variation exhibits a more proper

behavior at NLO, starting at 3% at central rapidities and increasing to 5–6% at Y = 2.5.

At NNLO the scale dependence is drastically reduced, as at the LHC, and remains below

1% for all relevant rapidity values. The magnitude of the higher-order corrections is slightly

larger at the Tevatron than at the LHC. The NLO prediction is higher than the LO result

by nearly 45% at central rapidities; this shift decreases to 30% at Y = 1.5 and to 15% at

Y = 2.5. The NNLO corrections further increase the NLO prediction by 3–5% over the

rapidity range Y ≤ 2.

This remarkable stability of the rapidity distribution with respect to scale variation

cannot be attributed to the smallness of the NNLO QCD corrections to the partonic cross

– 29 –
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Inclusive Higgs Cross SectionZ Boson Rapidity Spectrum

• For many cases would like to do phase space integrals numerically.

• Difficult due to the presence of IR divergences.

[Anastasiou, Duhr, Dulat, Herzog, Mistlberger][Anastasiou, Dixon, Melnikov, Petriello]
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Local Subtractions

• Local subtractions: Subtract from real emission graphs a function
which reproduces soft and collinear limits, but can be analytically
integrated to extract poles.
=⇒ real graphs finite, can be integrated numerically. Poles can be

analytically cancelled against virtual graphs.

• Well understood at NLO:
• FKS [Frixione, Kunszt, Signer]

• Catani-Seymour [Catani, Seymour]

• Progress/ successful implementations at NNLO:
• Colorful NNLO [Del Duca, Duhr, Kardos, Somogyi, Trocsanyi, Tulipant]

• Sector Decomposition [Anastasiou, Melnikov, Petriello]

• Antenna Subtraction [Gehrmann-De Ridder, Gehrmann, Glover et al.]

• Sector-improved Residue Subtraction [Czakon], [Caola, Melnikov, Rontsch]

• Projection to Born [Cacciari, Dreyer, Karlberg, Salam, Zanderighi]

• Typically extremely complicated, scale poorly with multiplicity.
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Figure 3: Effective diagrams for the different dipole formulae introduced in Sect. 5. The
blobs denote the m-parton matrix element. Incoming and outgoing lines respectively stand
for initial-state and final-state partons.

parton !ij (the emitter) and b) the parton k with the parton !k (the spectator)∗.

All the quantum numbers except momenta are assigned as follows. The spectator parton
!k has the same quantum numbers as k. The quantum numbers of the emitter parton !ij
are obtained according to their conservation in the collinear splitting process !ij → i + j
(cfr. Sect. 4.3). This rule applies to Eq. (5.2) as well as to all the dipole formulae we shall
introduce in the following Subsections.

The momenta of the emitter and the spectator are defined in different ways in different
dipole formulae. In Eq. (5.2) we have

!pµ
k =

1

1 − yij,k
pµ

k , !pµ
ij = pµ

i + pµ
j − yij,k

1 − yij,k
pµ

k , (5.3)

∗In general, we use the following notation in the dipole formulae (Fig. 3). A pair of indices like !ij
denotes the emitter parton and a single index like !k denotes the spectator parton. If these indices appear
as subscripts or superscripts, they respectively indicate final-state or initial-state partons.

23
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Global Subtractions at NNLO

• Use an observable to regulate phase space.

σ(X ) =

∫

0

dTN
dσ(X )

dTN
=

T cut
N∫

0

dTN
dσ(X )

dTN
+

∫

T cut
N

dTN
dσ(X )

dTN

∫

T cut
N

dTN
dσ(X )

dTNσ(T cut
N ) =

T cut
N∫

0

dTN
dσ(X )

dTN
Compute using factorization
in soft/collinear limits:

dσ

dτN
= HBa ⊗ Bb ⊗ S ⊗ J1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ JN−1

Additional jet resolved.
Away from singularity.

• Want TN to isolate collinear and soft singularities around an N-jet
configuration.

[Gaunt, Stahlhofen,Tackmann, Walsh]

N-jettiness:[Boughezal, Focke, Petriello, Liu]

qT : [Catani, Grazzini]
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QT Subtractions

W W

• For color singlet production can use QT .

dσ

dQ2
T

= HBa ⊗ Bb ⊗ S +O(Q2
T/Q

2)

[Catani, Grazzini]

• All orders factorization theorem:

• Successfully applied to
pp → H,W ,Z , γγ,WH,ZH,ZZ ,W+W−,Zγ,W γ

[Collins, Soper, Sterman]

[Catani, Grazzini, Kallweit, Wiesemann]

[MATRIX]
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N-Jettiness

• N-jettiness: Inclusive event shape to identify N jets.

τN =
2

Q2

∑

k

min {qa · pk , qb · pk , q1 · pk , · · · , qN · pk}

qi = Qni

dσ

dτN
= HBa ⊗ Bb ⊗ S ⊗ J1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ JN−1 +O(τN)

[Stewart, Tackmann, Waalewijn]

• τN � 1 =⇒ N isolated jets + beams.

• All orders factorization theorem:
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N-jettiness Subtractions

• Ingredients for factorization known to NNLO

dσ

dτN
= HBa ⊗ Bb ⊗ S ⊗ J1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ JN−1 +O(τN)

• Beam Functions:

• Jet Functions:

• Soft Functions:

• Color singlet known analytically
• 1-jettiness known numerically

• Hard Functions:
• Process dependent.
• Many 2→ 1 and 2→ 2 NNLO amplitudes known.

[Gaunt, Stahlhofen, Tackmann]

[Becher, Neubert], [Becher, Bell]

[Kelley, Schwartz, Schabinger, Zhu], [Monni, Gehrmann, Luisoni]

[Hornig, Lee, Stewart, Walsh, Zuberi], [Kang, Labun, Lee]
[Boughezal, Liu, Petriello] [Campbell, Ellis, Mondini, Williams]
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N-jettiness Subtractions

• N-jettiness subtractions: general method for NNLO subtractions
allowing for jets in final state.

[Gaunt, Stahlhofen,Tackmann, Walsh]

[Boughezal, Focke, Petriello, Liu]

NNLO calculation
in singular limit

NLO calculation in resolved limit

σ(X ) =

∫

0

dTN
dσ(X )

dTN
=

T cut
N∫

0

dTN
dσ(X )

dTN
+

∫

T cut
N

dTN
dσ(X )

dTN
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New NNLO Results with N-jettiness

• Impressive new results with jets in the final state: W /Z/H+jet at
NNLO

• Implemented in MCFM for color singlet production at NNLO.

• Conceptually simple, extendable to higher orders, multiplicities.

5

Figure 3: The transverse momentum spectrum of the W -
boson at LO, NLO and NNLO in perturbation theory. The
bands indicate the estimated theoretical error. The lower in-
set shows the ratios of the NLO over the LO cross section,
and the NNLO over the NLO cross section. The red vertical
error bars in the lower inset indicate the scale-variation error.
The blue and black lines in the lower inset respectively show
the distribution for T cut

N = 0.05 GeV and T cut
N = 0.06 GeV,

for the scale choice µ = MW .
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Figure 3: The transverse momentum of the leading jet at LO,
NLO, and NNLO in the strong coupling constant. The lower
inset shows the ratios of NLO over LO cross sections, and
NNLO over NLO cross sections. Both shaded regions in the
upper panel and the lower inset indicate the scale-variation
errors.

Figure 4: The transverse momentum of the Higgs boson at
LO, NLO, and NNLO in the strong coupling constant. The
lower inset shows the ratios of NLO over LO cross sections,
and NNLO over NLO cross sections. Both shaded regions
in the upper panel and the lower inset indicate the scale-
variation errors.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented in this manuscript a complete cal-
culation of Higgs production in association with a jet
through NNLO in perturbative QCD. Our computation
uses the recently proposed method of jettiness subtrac-
tion, a general technique for obtaining higher-order cor-
rections to processes containing final-state jets. We con-
firm and extend a recent calculation of the dominant

gg and qg partonic channels through NNLO [11], and
present additional phenomenological results for 8 TeV
LHC collisions. We also present several distributions for
the Higgs and the leading jet that can be measured with
LHC data. Our results indicate that the perturbative se-
ries is under good control after the inclusion of the NNLO
corrections. We look forward to the comparison of our
theoretical prediction with the upcoming data from Run
II of the LHC.
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Power Corrections

• Why is this not a perfect scheme?

• Standard factorization drops power corrections in T cut
N .

3

The primary check of the N -jettiness formalism is that
the logarithmic dependence on T cut

N that occurs sepa-
rately in the low and high TN regions cancels when they
are summed. This requires that almost all parts of the
calculation are implemented correctly and consistently;
the beam, soft, and jet functions, as well as the NLO
corrections to Z+2-jets, are probed by this check. We
show in Fig. 1 the results of this validation for the ratio
�NNLO/�NLO in 13 TeV proton-proton collisions (we note
that NNLO PDFs are used in the numerator, while NLO
PDFs are used in the denominator). We have checked
that the NLO cross section obtained with N -jettiness
subtraction agrees with the result obtained with stan-
dard techniques. These cross sections are obtained us-
ing CT14 parton distribution functions [27] at the same
order in perturbation theory as the partonic cross sec-
tion, and contain the following fiducial cuts on the lead-
ing final-state jet and the two leptons from CMS [5]:
pjet

T > 30 GeV, |⌘jet| < 2.4, pl
T > 20 GeV, |⌘l| < 2.4

and 71 GeV < mll < 111 GeV. The ATLAS analysis is
similar but with slightly di↵erent cuts [4]. We reconstruct
jets using the anti-kT algorithm [28] with R = 0.5. A dy-

namical scale µ0 =
q

m2
ll +

P
pjet,2

T is chosen to describe

this process, where the sum is over the transverse mo-
menta of all final-state jets, and mll the invariant mass
of the di-lepton pair arising from the Z-boson decay. In
this validation plot we have set the renormalization and
factorization scales to µR = µF = 2 ⇥ µ0; since the cor-
rections are larger for this scale choice, it is easier to
illustrate the important aspects of the T cut

1 variation.

Figure 1: Plot of the NNLO cross section over the NLO result,
�NNLO/�NLO, as a function of T cut

1 , for the scale choice µ =
2 ⇥ µ0. The vertical bars accompanying each point indicate
the integration errors.

A few features can be seen in Fig. 1. First, in the re-
gion T cut

1 < 0.08 GeV the result becomes independent
of the particular value of the cut chosen within the nu-
merical errors. The NNLO correction for µ = 2 ⇥ µ0

corresponds to an almost +5% shift in the cross sec-
tion. The plot makes clear that we have numerical control
over the NNLO cross section to the per-mille level, com-
pletely su�cient for phenomenological predictions. We
observe an approximately linear dependence of �NNLO

on ln (T cut
1 ) in the region 0.1 GeV < T cut

1 < 0.5 GeV,
indicating the onset of the power corrections neglected
in Eq. (3). These power corrections have the form
(TN/Q) lnn(TN/Q), where n  3 at NNLO [8] and Q
is a hard scale such as pjet

T .

The other possible checks of the N -jettiness formalism
involve comparison with other NNLO results obtained us-
ing di↵erent techniques. We have previously checked that
the agreement between Higgs+jet production as com-
puted with N -jettiness and with other techniques [10]
agree at the per-mille level [9]. A selection of processes
without final-state jets have also been computed with
both N -jettiness subtraction and other techniques, and
show a similar level of agreement [8, 14].

NUMERICAL RESULTS

We present here numerical results for Z-boson produc-
tion in association with a jet at NNLO. Our central scale
choice is the dynamical scale µ = µ0, as described in the
previous section. To obtain an estimate of the theoret-
ical errors we vary µ away from this choice by a factor
of two. We use the same cuts on the jets and leptons as
described in the previous section. We include the con-
tributions from both the Z-boson and a virtual photon
decaying to leptons in our numerical results.

Figure 2: Plot of the Z-boson pT distribution at LO, NLO
and NNLO in QCD perturbation theory, for 13 TeV collisions

with the central scale µ0 =
q

m2
ll +

P
pjet,2

T . The K-factors

are shown in the lower inset.

We note that the cross sections at each order in per-

σ(X ) =

∫

0

dTN
dσ(X )

dTN
=

T cut
N∫

0

dTN
dσ(X )

dTN
+

∫

T cut
N

dTN
dσ(X )

dTN

• Very difficult numerically to go to low T cut values.

[Boughezal, Focke, Giele, Petriello, Liu]

T cut Dependence for NNLO Z+ Jet
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Power Corrections

• Would like to compute and understand structure of power corrections.

• Want to systematically compute cross section as a power series in
collinear and soft limits:

dσ

dτ
=

dσ(0)

dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
+

dσ(2)

dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
+

dσ(4)

dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
+ · · ·

O(τ−1) O(τ0) O(τ1)

• More generally:
• Understand all orders structure in αs .
• Identify universal structures, e.g. Yn, Γcusp(αs).

• Practical aspects:
• Numerical effect.
• Dependence on Born kinematics.
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Outline

• Factorization, Power Corrections and
N-Jettiness Subtractions

• Perturbative Event Shapes at Subleading Power

• Power Corrections for N-jettiness Subtractions

p

p

b

W

10-5 10-4 10-3 10-2 10-1
10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1
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Factorization, Power Corrections and

N-Jettiness Subtractions
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Perturbative Factorization

• Behavior in the collinear and soft limits: λ� 1

zs ⇠ ⌧

)
✓cc ⇠ p

⌧

• Generic Factorization: H ⊗∏ Ji ⊗ S

τ = 1−maxt̂

∑
i |t̂ · ~pi |∑
i |~pi |

� 1

Hard Collinear Soft

Formal Limit Enforced by Measurement
(pT , threshold, event shapes)
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Cross Section Level

• Approach to collinear and soft limit physically realized by event
shape/ jet observables. e.g. N-jettiness

dσ

dτN
= HBa ⊗ Bb ⊗ S ⊗ J1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ JN−1 +O(τN)

• τN � 1 =⇒ N isolated jets + beams (collinear) + soft.

• All orders factorization theorem:

• Allows simple calculation in τN � 1 limit.
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Power Corrections: General Structure

• These factorization theorems represent the first term in a “power”
expansion in soft and collinear limits, in τ � 1.

• General structure for an IRC safe observable τ :

dσ

dτ
=
∞∑

n=0

(αs

π

)n 2n−1∑

m=0

c
(0)
nm

(
logm τ

τ

)

+

+
∞∑

n=1

(αs

π

)n 2n−1∑

m=0

c
(2)
nm logm τ

+
∞∑

n=1

(αs

π

)n 2n−1∑

m=0

c
(4)
nm τ logm τ

+ · · ·

=
dσ(0)

dτ
+

dσ(2)

dτ
+

dσ(4)

dτ
+ · · ·

Leading Power (LP)

Next to Leading Power (NLP)
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Power Corrections to N-Jettiness Subtractions

• Can use this to understand the power corrections to N-jettiness
subtractions.

• Recall:

σ(X ) =

∫

0

dTN
dσ(X )

dTN
=

T cut
N∫

0

dTN
dσ(X )

dTN
+

∫

T cut
N

dTN
dσ(X )

dTN

• Object of interest:

σ(τcut) =

T cut
N∫

0

dTN
dσ(X )

dTN
• Error made:

∆σ(τcut) = σ(τcut)exact − σ(τcut)approx
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Power Corrections to N-Jettiness Subtractions

• Approximation in the singular region receives power corrections

• Gives rise to power corrections in the integrated cross section

dσ

dτ
=

︷ ︸︸ ︷
∞∑
n=0

(
αs

π

)n 2n−1∑
m=0

c(0)
nm

(
logm τ

τ

)
+

+

︷ ︸︸ ︷
∞∑
n=0

(
αs

π

)n 2n−1∑
m=0

c(2)
nm logm τ +

n=∞∑
n=0

(
αs

π

)n 2n−1∑
n=0

c(2)
nm τ logm τ + · · ·

=⇒ σ(τcut) =

︷ ︸︸ ︷
∞∑
n=0

(
αs

π

)n 2n∑
m=0

c̃(0)
nm logm(τcut) +

︷ ︸︸ ︷
τcut

∞∑
n=0

(
αs

π

)n 2n−1∑
m=0

c̃(2)
nm logm(τcut) + · · ·

• The function τcutlogm(τcut) approaches zero slowly!

• NLO: τcutlog(τcut) + · · ·
• NNLO: τcutlog3(τcut) + · · ·
• NNNLO: τcutlog5(τcut) + · · ·

• Very small values of τcut are required.

LP Approximation Power Corrections

LP Approximation Power Corrections
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Power Corrections

• Use functional form to estimate size of power corrections

∆σ(τcut) = σ(τcut)exact − σ(τcut)approx

10-6 10-5 10-4 10-3 10-2
10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

10-6 10-5 10-4 10-3 10-2
10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

σ(τcut) =
n=∞∑
n=0

(αs

π

)n 2n−1∑
n=0

c̃
(0)
nm logm(τcut) + τcut

n=∞∑
n=0

(αs

π

)n 2n−1∑
n=0

c̃
(2)
nm logm(τcut) + · · ·

Solid=LP Dashed=remove LL NLP

Estimated Missing Correction

• Factor of ∼ 10 improvement by calculating leading log (LL) at NLP.

[IM, Rothen, Stewart, Tackmann, Zhu] 1612.00450
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Perturbative Event Shapes Beyond Leading Power

[IM, Vita, Stewart] 1703.03408

[Feige, Kolodrubetz, IM, Stewart] 1703.03411

[IM, Rothen, Stewart, Tackmann, Zhu] 1612.00450, 1710.03227
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Effective Field Theory

• Use approach of Effective Field Theory:
• Focus on relevant degrees of freedom.
• Integrate out irrelevant degrees of freedom.

• Effective theory for long wavelength dynamics of soft and collinear
radiation in the presence of a hard scattering source
=⇒ Soft Collinear Effective Theory

[Bauer, Fleming, Pirjol, Stewart]

Hard Collinear Soft
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Soft Collinear Effective Theory

• SCET has proven to be a powerful framework for studying
factorization.

• Allows a systematic expansion about soft and collinear limits in a
power counting parameter λ.

• Separate fields for soft and collinear particles.

• Fields/Lagrangians have a definite power counting in λ.

Operator Bµni⊥ χni Pµ⊥ qus Dµ
us

Power Counting λ λ λ λ3 λ2

LSCET = Lhard + Ldyn =
∑

i≥0

L(i)
hard +

∑

i≥0

L(i)

[Bauer, Fleming, Pirjol, Stewart]
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Soft Collinear Effective Theory

• Hard scattering is described by operators in EFT

p

p

b

W

Hard scattering operators

• Building blocks: collinear quark             gluon  
 

• Textbook approach to spin unnecessarily complicated

Oi

=
X

i

Ci⇥

�n,! Bn?,!

[Marcantonini, Stewart]

n = direction,       = energy (x2)!

QCD SCET

O1 = �̄n3,!3
n/2 �n4,!4

Bn1?,!1
· Bn2?,!2

H

O2 = �̄n3,!3
B/n1?,!1

�n4,!4
n4 · Bn2?,!2

H

O3 = �̄n3,!3
n/1n/2 B/n1?,!1

�n4,!4
n4 · Bn2?,!2

H

· · ·

X

diagrams

4

R

• Long wavelength dynamics of soft and collinear radiation described by
Lagrangian

Ldyn :

[Bauer, Fleming, Pirjol, Stewart]
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Fixed Order Thrust at NLP

• Simple playground is Thrust (2-jettiness) in e+e−

τ = 1−maxt̂

∑
i |t̂ · ~pi |∑
i |~pi |

• NLO result can be used as a check.

• Can be “crossed” to color singlet production at the LHC.

zs ⇠ ⌧

)
✓cc ⇠ p

⌧
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Leading Power SCET

• Leading Power SCET:
• Leading Power Hard Scattering Operators:

O = C (Q2)χ̄nΓχn̄

• Leading power Lagrangian (eikonal/ collinear)

zs ⇠ ⌧

)
✓cc ⇠ p

⌧
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Subleading Power SCET

• Subleading Power in SCET:

LSCET = Lhard + Ldyn =
∑

i≥0

L(i)
hard +

∑

i≥0

L(i)

Subleading LagrangiansSubleading Hard Scattering Operators
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Matching

• Subleading power operators obtained by matching.

• Wilson coefficients, C (ω1, ω2) depends on large momentum fraction,
i.e. z , 1− z .

Matching

• Wilson coe�cients, C (!1,!2) can be obtained by matching.

• C (!1,!2) depends on large momentum fraction, i.e. z , 1 � z .

0
BB@ +

1
CCA

�������
O(�)

= C (!1,!2)

SLAC Seminar February 3, 2017 21 / 62

= C (ω1, ω2)

• Contrast with a collinear splitting.
Described by the Lagrangian of the EFT
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Relevant Hard Scattering Operators

• For leading log (singularity), αn
s log2n−1(τ), two relevant hard

scattering operators:

qg In Same Sector qq̄ In Same Sector

• qq̄ in same sector has no LP analog.

χ̄nχn̄P⊥Bn χ̄n̄χn̄Bn
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Subleading Lagrangian

• Subleading Lagrangians are universal, and known.

• Correct the dynamics of soft and collinear particles. e.g.
• Correction to eikonal emission:

• Emission of soft quarks:

L(1)
χnqus = χ̄n

1

P̄ g /Bn⊥qus + h.c.

L(2)
χn

= χ̄n

(
i /Dus⊥

1

P i /Dus⊥ − i /Dn⊥
i n̄ · Dus

(P)2
i /Dn⊥

)
/̄n

2
χn

• Not decoupled into Wilson lines.
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NLO Thrust at NLP

• Sum four graphs, reproduces the NLP piece of well known NLO
thrust result:

 + + +




1

σ0

dσ
(2)
1

dτ
= 4CF

(αs

4π

)
log(τ)

Total

• Could have also just done textbook NLO calculation, and expanded...

• Result gives directly (no expansions) the NLP contribution.

• Sets up going to higher order, where result is not known.

1

σ

dσNLO

dτ
=

1

τ

CFαs

4π
[−6− 8 log(τ)] +

CFαs

4π
[−4 + 4 log(τ)] + τ [· · · ] + · · ·
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NNLO Thrust at NLP

• NNLO calculation made simple by consistency relation in EFT.

• EFT modes have well defined scaling:

Collinear: µ2
c ∼ Q2τ Soft : µ2

s ∼ Q2τ2

1

σ0

dσ
(2)
1

dτ
=− 4CF

[
1

ε
+ log

(
µ2

Q2τ

)]
+ 4CF

[
1

ε
+ log

(
µ2

Q2τ2

)]
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Fixed Order Consistency Relations

• Fixed order calculations made simple by consistency relation in EFT.

• EFT modes have well defined scaling:

• General form of n-loop fixed order calculation:

• 1-loop:

• 2-loop:

dσ(2,n)

dτ
=
∑

κ

2n−1∑

i=0

cκ,i
εi

(
µ2n

Q2nτm(κ)

)ε
+
∑

γ

2n−2∑

i=0

dγ,i
εi

(
µ2(n−1)

Q2(n−1)τm(γ)

)ε

soft: κ = s , m(κ) = 2 ,

collinear: κ = c , m(κ) = 1

hard-collinear: κ = hc , m(κ) = 1 ,

hard-soft: κ = hs , m(κ) = 2 ,

collinear-collinear: κ = cc , m(κ) = 2 ,

collinear-soft: κ = cs , m(κ) = 3 ,

soft-soft: κ = ss , m(κ) = 4

µ2
h = Q2 , µ2

c = Q2τ , µ2
s = Q2τ 2

• Pole terms must cancel =⇒ non-trivial constraints.
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Fixed Order Consistency Relations

• Solving the set of equations, one finds:
• 1-loop:

• 2-loop:

• 2-loop NLP result can be written:

cs,1 = −cc,1

dσ(2,2)

dτ
= chc,3 ln3 τ + (chc,2 + css,2 + dc,2) ln2 τ

+
(
−ccs,1 + chc,1 − 2css,1 + dc,1

)
ln τ

+ dc,2 ln
Q2

µ2
ln τ + const

chc,3 =
ccs,3

3
= −css,3 = −

1

3
(chs,3 + ccc,3) ,

ccs,2 = chc,2 − 2css,2 + dc,2 ,

chs,2 + ccc,2 = −2chc,2 + css,2 − dc,2 ,

chs,1 + ccc,1 = −(ccs,1 + chc,1 + css,1 + dc,1 + ds,1)

• LL can be computed from only the hard-collinear contribution.

• Can easily show this extends to all orders.
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NNLO Thrust at NLP

• 1 (and 2) loop results for e+e− → 3 partons known.

• Calculation of NLP α2
s log3(τ) straightforward using consistency

relations: Only need hard-collinear contribution.

Quark Channel Gluon Channel

1

σ0

dσ
(2,2)
Cat.1

dτ
= −32C 2

F

(αs

4π

)2

log3(τ)
1

σ0

dσ
(2,2)
Cat.2

dτ
= 8CF (CF + CA)

(αs

4π

)2

log3(τ)

Total

1

σ0

dσ(2,2)

dτ
= 8CF (CA − 3CF )

(αs

4π

)2
log3(τ)

[Ellis, Ross, Terrano]

[Garland, Gehrmann, Glover, Koukoutsakis, Remiddi]
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NNLO Thrust at NLP

• Very different color structures of leading logs.

• Gluon channel has no leading power analog =⇒ More interesting

• All orders result can be derived from renormalization of (dressed)
Wilson loops.

Quark Channel Gluon Channel

1

σ0

dσ
(2)
2

dτ
= −32C 2

F

(αs

4π

)2

log3(τ)
1

σ0

dσ
(2)
2

dτ
= 8CF (CF + CA)

(αs

4π

)2

log3(τ)

Fundamental
Cusp:

Adjoint
Cusp:
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Extension to pp

• Operators and Lagrangians also applicable to perturbative power
corrections in pp.

dσ =
∑

ij

∫
dξadξb fi (ξa) fj(ξb)dσ̂ij(ξa, ξb)

• Partonic cross section at O(τ0) written as

dσ̂
(2,n)
ij (ξa, ξb;X )

dQ2 dY dτ
= σq0(Q,X )

(αs

4π

)n 2n−1∑

m=0

C
(2,n)
ij ,m (ξa, ξb) lnm τ

qq̄ channel qg channel
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Extension to pp

• Power corrections arise from residual momentum routed into pdfs.

• Must be expanded homogeneously:

• We take ξf ′i (ξ) ∼ fi (ξ).

• Coefficients of partonic cross section at O(τ0) involve δ′.

• Use the shorthand notation

for the δ′ acting on either beam direction.

fi

[
ξ
(

1 +
k

Q

)]
= fi (ξ) +

k

Q
ξf ′i (ξ) + · · ·

δ′a ≡ xa δ
′(ξa − xa) , δ′b ≡ xb δ

′(ξb − xb)
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Power Corrections for N-Jettiness Subtractions

[IM, Rothen, Stewart, Tackmann, Zhu] 1612.00450,1710.03227
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0-Jettiness

• Start with simplest case: 0-jettiness (beam thrust)

• Applicable for color singlet production.

• Divide event into two halves using beam.

τ0 =
1

Q

∑

k

min {na · k , nb · k} 2

Jet 2

Soft

Soft Jet 1

e+ e−

1

2

(a) e+e− → 2 jets.

ℓ−

Soft
ℓ+

p p

Jet b
Jet a

b aY

Soft

(b) Isolated Drell-Yan.

Jet 2

Jet b Jet a

Soft

Jet 3

Jet 1b

a

1

32

p p

ℓ−

ℓ+

(c) pp → leptons plus jets.

FIG. 1: Different situations for the application of N-jettiness.

As we discuss below, this definition of τN yields a fac-
torization formula with inclusive jet and beam functions
and allows the summation of logarithms to next-to-next-
to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) order. The sum over k
in Eq. (1) runs over the momenta pk of all measured
(pseudo-)particles in the final state excluding the signal
leptons or photons in L. (Any other leptons or photons,
e.g. from hadronic decays, are included in the sum.) For
simplicity we take all pk to be massless. The qa, qb, and
q1, ..., qN are a fixed set of massless reference momenta
for the two beams and the N signal jets,

qµ
a,b =

1

2
xa,bEcm nµ

a,b , nµ
a = (1, ẑ) , nµ

b = (1, −ẑ) ,

qµ
J = EJ (1, n̂J) , J = {1, . . . , N} . (2)

The EJ and n̂J correspond to the energies and directions
of the N signal jets (for both massive and massless jets).
Their choice is discussed below. The beam reference mo-
menta qa and qb are the large momentum components of
the colliding partons along the beam axis (taken to be
the z axis). They are defined by

xaEcm = nb · (q1 + · · · + qN + q) , (3)

and analogously for xb with a ↔ b. Here, q is the to-
tal momentum of the non-hadronic signal L. In Eq. (1),
Q2 = xaxbE

2
cm is the hard interaction scale, and the dis-

tance of a particle with momentum pk from the jets or
beams is measured by qm · pk. If L contains missing en-
ergy, so q and xa,b are not known, one can use a modified
distance measure as we discuss below Eq. (11).

The minimum for each k in Eq. (1) associates the par-
ticle with the closest beam or jet, appropriately dividing
the hadronic initial-state radiation (ISR) and final-state
radiation (FSR). Soft particles and energetic particles
near any jet or beam only give small contributions to the
sum. For 2 → N scattering of massless partons, τN = 0.
Energetic particles far away from all jets and beams give
large contributions. Hence, for τN ≪ 1 the final state has
N jets, two forward beam jets, and only soft radiation
between them. In this limit xa,b are the momentum frac-
tions of the annihilated partons, and Y = ln(xa/xb)/2 is
the boost of the partonic center-of-mass frame.

N = 2 for e+e− → jets. In e+e− collisions there is no
hadronic ISR, so we drop the qa,b · pk entries in Eq. (1).
Now Q2 is the total invariant mass of the leptons and Y =
0. In the two-jet limit, the jet directions are close to the
thrust axis t̂, defined by the thrust T = maxt̂

!
i |t̂·p⃗i|/Q.

Hence we can choose

qµ
1 =

1

2
Q (1, t̂ ) , qµ

2 =
1

2
Q (1, −t̂ ) (4)

as reference momenta, and Eq. (1) becomes

τee
2 =

1

Q

"

k

Ek min
#
1 − cos θk, 1 + cos θk

$
, (5)

where θk is the angle between p⃗k and t̂. The minimum
divides all particles into the two hemispheres perpendic-
ular to t̂ as shown in Fig. 1(a). For τee

2 ≪ 1, the total
invariant mass in each hemisphere is much smaller than
Q, so the final state contains two narrow jets. In this
limit, τee

2 = 1 − T , and a factorization theorem exists for
dσ/dτee

2 , which can be used to sum logarithms of τee
2 [4].

For a given jet algorithm with resolution parameter y,
the value y23 marks the transition between 2 and 3 jets.
Thus requiring y23 ≪ 1 also vetoes events with > 2 jets.

N = 0 for Drell-Yan. Next, consider the isolated
Drell-Yan process, pp → Xℓ+ℓ− with no hard central
jets, shown in Fig. 1(b). We now have ISR from the in-
coming partons, but no FSR from jets. From Eq. (3) we
have

xaEcm = e+Y
%

q2 + q⃗ 2
T , xbEcm = e−Y

%
q2 + q⃗ 2

T , (6)

where q2 and q⃗T are the dilepton invariant mass and
transverse momentum, and Y equals the dilepton rapid-
ity. Now, Q2 = q2 + q⃗ 2

T and Eq. (1) becomes

τ0 =
1

Q

"

k

|p⃗kT | min
#
eY −ηk , e−Y +ηk

$
. (7)

where |p⃗kT | and ηk are the transverse momentum and
rapidity of pk. The qa and qb dependence in Eq. (1) ex-
plicitly accounts for the boost of the partonic center-of-
mass frame. For Y = 0, the minimum in Eq. (7) divides

• Can be thought of as “crossing” of thrust.
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Observable Dependence: QT Subtractions

W W

• Highly desirable for power corrections to be independent of Born
kinematics
=⇒ e.g. QT subtractions: QT/Q independent of rapidity.

• Want to choose definition of N-jettiness such that power expansion is
well behaved throughout phase space:
=⇒ Completely general feature that can be understood in the

0-jettiness case.
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Observable Dependence

• Two natural definitions of 0-jettiness:

T x
0 =

∑

k

min
{
λx na · k , λ−1

x nb · k
}

2
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2

(a) e+e− → 2 jets.
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(c) pp → leptons plus jets.

FIG. 1: Different situations for the application of N-jettiness.

As we discuss below, this definition of τN yields a fac-
torization formula with inclusive jet and beam functions
and allows the summation of logarithms to next-to-next-
to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) order. The sum over k
in Eq. (1) runs over the momenta pk of all measured
(pseudo-)particles in the final state excluding the signal
leptons or photons in L. (Any other leptons or photons,
e.g. from hadronic decays, are included in the sum.) For
simplicity we take all pk to be massless. The qa, qb, and
q1, ..., qN are a fixed set of massless reference momenta
for the two beams and the N signal jets,

qµ
a,b =

1

2
xa,bEcm nµ

a,b , nµ
a = (1, ẑ) , nµ

b = (1, −ẑ) ,

qµ
J = EJ (1, n̂J) , J = {1, . . . , N} . (2)

The EJ and n̂J correspond to the energies and directions
of the N signal jets (for both massive and massless jets).
Their choice is discussed below. The beam reference mo-
menta qa and qb are the large momentum components of
the colliding partons along the beam axis (taken to be
the z axis). They are defined by

xaEcm = nb · (q1 + · · · + qN + q) , (3)

and analogously for xb with a ↔ b. Here, q is the to-
tal momentum of the non-hadronic signal L. In Eq. (1),
Q2 = xaxbE

2
cm is the hard interaction scale, and the dis-

tance of a particle with momentum pk from the jets or
beams is measured by qm · pk. If L contains missing en-
ergy, so q and xa,b are not known, one can use a modified
distance measure as we discuss below Eq. (11).

The minimum for each k in Eq. (1) associates the par-
ticle with the closest beam or jet, appropriately dividing
the hadronic initial-state radiation (ISR) and final-state
radiation (FSR). Soft particles and energetic particles
near any jet or beam only give small contributions to the
sum. For 2 → N scattering of massless partons, τN = 0.
Energetic particles far away from all jets and beams give
large contributions. Hence, for τN ≪ 1 the final state has
N jets, two forward beam jets, and only soft radiation
between them. In this limit xa,b are the momentum frac-
tions of the annihilated partons, and Y = ln(xa/xb)/2 is
the boost of the partonic center-of-mass frame.

N = 2 for e+e− → jets. In e+e− collisions there is no
hadronic ISR, so we drop the qa,b · pk entries in Eq. (1).
Now Q2 is the total invariant mass of the leptons and Y =
0. In the two-jet limit, the jet directions are close to the
thrust axis t̂, defined by the thrust T = maxt̂

!
i |t̂·p⃗i|/Q.

Hence we can choose

qµ
1 =

1

2
Q (1, t̂ ) , qµ

2 =
1

2
Q (1, −t̂ ) (4)

as reference momenta, and Eq. (1) becomes

τee
2 =

1

Q

"

k

Ek min
#
1 − cos θk, 1 + cos θk

$
, (5)

where θk is the angle between p⃗k and t̂. The minimum
divides all particles into the two hemispheres perpendic-
ular to t̂ as shown in Fig. 1(a). For τee

2 ≪ 1, the total
invariant mass in each hemisphere is much smaller than
Q, so the final state contains two narrow jets. In this
limit, τee

2 = 1 − T , and a factorization theorem exists for
dσ/dτee

2 , which can be used to sum logarithms of τee
2 [4].

For a given jet algorithm with resolution parameter y,
the value y23 marks the transition between 2 and 3 jets.
Thus requiring y23 ≪ 1 also vetoes events with > 2 jets.

N = 0 for Drell-Yan. Next, consider the isolated
Drell-Yan process, pp → Xℓ+ℓ− with no hard central
jets, shown in Fig. 1(b). We now have ISR from the in-
coming partons, but no FSR from jets. From Eq. (3) we
have

xaEcm = e+Y
%

q2 + q⃗ 2
T , xbEcm = e−Y

%
q2 + q⃗ 2

T , (6)

where q2 and q⃗T are the dilepton invariant mass and
transverse momentum, and Y equals the dilepton rapid-
ity. Now, Q2 = q2 + q⃗ 2

T and Eq. (1) becomes

τ0 =
1

Q

"

k

|p⃗kT | min
#
eY −ηk , e−Y +ηk

$
. (7)

where |p⃗kT | and ηk are the transverse momentum and
rapidity of pk. The qa and qb dependence in Eq. (1) ex-
plicitly accounts for the boost of the partonic center-of-
mass frame. For Y = 0, the minimum in Eq. (7) divides
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FIG. 1: Different situations for the application of N-jettiness.

As we discuss below, this definition of τN yields a fac-
torization formula with inclusive jet and beam functions
and allows the summation of logarithms to next-to-next-
to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) order. The sum over k
in Eq. (1) runs over the momenta pk of all measured
(pseudo-)particles in the final state excluding the signal
leptons or photons in L. (Any other leptons or photons,
e.g. from hadronic decays, are included in the sum.) For
simplicity we take all pk to be massless. The qa, qb, and
q1, ..., qN are a fixed set of massless reference momenta
for the two beams and the N signal jets,

qµ
a,b =

1

2
xa,bEcm nµ

a,b , nµ
a = (1, ẑ) , nµ

b = (1, −ẑ) ,

qµ
J = EJ (1, n̂J) , J = {1, . . . , N} . (2)

The EJ and n̂J correspond to the energies and directions
of the N signal jets (for both massive and massless jets).
Their choice is discussed below. The beam reference mo-
menta qa and qb are the large momentum components of
the colliding partons along the beam axis (taken to be
the z axis). They are defined by

xaEcm = nb · (q1 + · · · + qN + q) , (3)

and analogously for xb with a ↔ b. Here, q is the to-
tal momentum of the non-hadronic signal L. In Eq. (1),
Q2 = xaxbE

2
cm is the hard interaction scale, and the dis-

tance of a particle with momentum pk from the jets or
beams is measured by qm · pk. If L contains missing en-
ergy, so q and xa,b are not known, one can use a modified
distance measure as we discuss below Eq. (11).

The minimum for each k in Eq. (1) associates the par-
ticle with the closest beam or jet, appropriately dividing
the hadronic initial-state radiation (ISR) and final-state
radiation (FSR). Soft particles and energetic particles
near any jet or beam only give small contributions to the
sum. For 2 → N scattering of massless partons, τN = 0.
Energetic particles far away from all jets and beams give
large contributions. Hence, for τN ≪ 1 the final state has
N jets, two forward beam jets, and only soft radiation
between them. In this limit xa,b are the momentum frac-
tions of the annihilated partons, and Y = ln(xa/xb)/2 is
the boost of the partonic center-of-mass frame.

N = 2 for e+e− → jets. In e+e− collisions there is no
hadronic ISR, so we drop the qa,b · pk entries in Eq. (1).
Now Q2 is the total invariant mass of the leptons and Y =
0. In the two-jet limit, the jet directions are close to the
thrust axis t̂, defined by the thrust T = maxt̂

!
i |t̂·p⃗i|/Q.

Hence we can choose

qµ
1 =

1

2
Q (1, t̂ ) , qµ

2 =
1

2
Q (1, −t̂ ) (4)

as reference momenta, and Eq. (1) becomes

τee
2 =

1

Q

"

k

Ek min
#
1 − cos θk, 1 + cos θk

$
, (5)

where θk is the angle between p⃗k and t̂. The minimum
divides all particles into the two hemispheres perpendic-
ular to t̂ as shown in Fig. 1(a). For τee

2 ≪ 1, the total
invariant mass in each hemisphere is much smaller than
Q, so the final state contains two narrow jets. In this
limit, τee

2 = 1 − T , and a factorization theorem exists for
dσ/dτee

2 , which can be used to sum logarithms of τee
2 [4].

For a given jet algorithm with resolution parameter y,
the value y23 marks the transition between 2 and 3 jets.
Thus requiring y23 ≪ 1 also vetoes events with > 2 jets.

N = 0 for Drell-Yan. Next, consider the isolated
Drell-Yan process, pp → Xℓ+ℓ− with no hard central
jets, shown in Fig. 1(b). We now have ISR from the in-
coming partons, but no FSR from jets. From Eq. (3) we
have

xaEcm = e+Y
%

q2 + q⃗ 2
T , xbEcm = e−Y

%
q2 + q⃗ 2

T , (6)

where q2 and q⃗T are the dilepton invariant mass and
transverse momentum, and Y equals the dilepton rapid-
ity. Now, Q2 = q2 + q⃗ 2

T and Eq. (1) becomes

τ0 =
1

Q

"

k

|p⃗kT | min
#
eY −ηk , e−Y +ηk

$
. (7)

where |p⃗kT | and ηk are the transverse momentum and
rapidity of pk. The qa and qb dependence in Eq. (1) ex-
plicitly accounts for the boost of the partonic center-of-
mass frame. For Y = 0, the minimum in Eq. (7) divides

Hadronic: λx = 1 Leptonic: λx = eY

• Hadronic definition used in initial studies.
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Observable Dependence

• Consider boosting thrust in e+e− → dijets by Y .

• Power expansion is invariant ONLY IF observable changes accordingly.

1

σ

dσNLO

dτ
=

1

τ

CFαs

4π
[−6− 8 log(τ)]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
+

CFαs

4π
[−4 + 4 log(τ)]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
+τ [· · · ] + · · ·

• Failure to boost observable definition
=⇒ expansion parameter is λ2 ∼ τe |Y |.

Leading Power Next to Leading Power
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Results for Beam Thrust in Drell Yan: Leptonic Definition

• NLO results for O(τ0) power correction in leptonic definition:

C
(2,1)
qq̄,1 (ξa, ξb) = 8CF

(
δaδb +

δ′aδb
2

+
δaδ
′
b

2

)

C
(2,1)
qg ,1 (ξa, ξb) = −2TF δaδb

• NNLO results obtained from hard-collinear contribution using
consistency:

C
(2,2)
qq̄,3 (ξa, ξb) = −32C 2

F

(
δaδb +

δ′aδb
2

+
δaδ
′
b

2

)

C
(2,2)
qg ,3 (ξa, ξb) = 4TF (CF + CA) δaδb

• No explicit dependence on rapidity.

dσ̂
(2,n)
ij (ξa, ξb ; X )

dQ2 dY dτ
= σq0(Q, X )

(
αs

4π

)n 2n−1∑
m=0

C
(2,n)
ij,m (ξa, ξb) lnm τ
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Results for Beam Thrust in Drell Yan: Hadronic Definition

• Power corrections for hadronic definition are enhanced by e |Y |!

• Constraint on radiation depends on Y : 2
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FIG. 1: Different situations for the application of N-jettiness.

As we discuss below, this definition of τN yields a fac-
torization formula with inclusive jet and beam functions
and allows the summation of logarithms to next-to-next-
to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) order. The sum over k
in Eq. (1) runs over the momenta pk of all measured
(pseudo-)particles in the final state excluding the signal
leptons or photons in L. (Any other leptons or photons,
e.g. from hadronic decays, are included in the sum.) For
simplicity we take all pk to be massless. The qa, qb, and
q1, ..., qN are a fixed set of massless reference momenta
for the two beams and the N signal jets,

qµ
a,b =

1

2
xa,bEcm nµ

a,b , nµ
a = (1, ẑ) , nµ

b = (1, −ẑ) ,

qµ
J = EJ (1, n̂J) , J = {1, . . . , N} . (2)

The EJ and n̂J correspond to the energies and directions
of the N signal jets (for both massive and massless jets).
Their choice is discussed below. The beam reference mo-
menta qa and qb are the large momentum components of
the colliding partons along the beam axis (taken to be
the z axis). They are defined by

xaEcm = nb · (q1 + · · · + qN + q) , (3)

and analogously for xb with a ↔ b. Here, q is the to-
tal momentum of the non-hadronic signal L. In Eq. (1),
Q2 = xaxbE

2
cm is the hard interaction scale, and the dis-

tance of a particle with momentum pk from the jets or
beams is measured by qm · pk. If L contains missing en-
ergy, so q and xa,b are not known, one can use a modified
distance measure as we discuss below Eq. (11).

The minimum for each k in Eq. (1) associates the par-
ticle with the closest beam or jet, appropriately dividing
the hadronic initial-state radiation (ISR) and final-state
radiation (FSR). Soft particles and energetic particles
near any jet or beam only give small contributions to the
sum. For 2 → N scattering of massless partons, τN = 0.
Energetic particles far away from all jets and beams give
large contributions. Hence, for τN ≪ 1 the final state has
N jets, two forward beam jets, and only soft radiation
between them. In this limit xa,b are the momentum frac-
tions of the annihilated partons, and Y = ln(xa/xb)/2 is
the boost of the partonic center-of-mass frame.

N = 2 for e+e− → jets. In e+e− collisions there is no
hadronic ISR, so we drop the qa,b · pk entries in Eq. (1).
Now Q2 is the total invariant mass of the leptons and Y =
0. In the two-jet limit, the jet directions are close to the
thrust axis t̂, defined by the thrust T = maxt̂

!
i |t̂·p⃗i|/Q.

Hence we can choose

qµ
1 =

1

2
Q (1, t̂ ) , qµ

2 =
1

2
Q (1, −t̂ ) (4)

as reference momenta, and Eq. (1) becomes

τee
2 =

1

Q

"

k

Ek min
#
1 − cos θk, 1 + cos θk

$
, (5)

where θk is the angle between p⃗k and t̂. The minimum
divides all particles into the two hemispheres perpendic-
ular to t̂ as shown in Fig. 1(a). For τee

2 ≪ 1, the total
invariant mass in each hemisphere is much smaller than
Q, so the final state contains two narrow jets. In this
limit, τee

2 = 1 − T , and a factorization theorem exists for
dσ/dτee

2 , which can be used to sum logarithms of τee
2 [4].

For a given jet algorithm with resolution parameter y,
the value y23 marks the transition between 2 and 3 jets.
Thus requiring y23 ≪ 1 also vetoes events with > 2 jets.

N = 0 for Drell-Yan. Next, consider the isolated
Drell-Yan process, pp → Xℓ+ℓ− with no hard central
jets, shown in Fig. 1(b). We now have ISR from the in-
coming partons, but no FSR from jets. From Eq. (3) we
have

xaEcm = e+Y
%

q2 + q⃗ 2
T , xbEcm = e−Y

%
q2 + q⃗ 2

T , (6)

where q2 and q⃗T are the dilepton invariant mass and
transverse momentum, and Y equals the dilepton rapid-
ity. Now, Q2 = q2 + q⃗ 2

T and Eq. (1) becomes

τ0 =
1

Q

"

k

|p⃗kT | min
#
eY −ηk , e−Y +ηk

$
. (7)

where |p⃗kT | and ηk are the transverse momentum and
rapidity of pk. The qa and qb dependence in Eq. (1) ex-
plicitly accounts for the boost of the partonic center-of-
mass frame. For Y = 0, the minimum in Eq. (7) divides

• Expansion parameter for hadronic definition is λ2 ∼ τe |Y |.
• Breaks down away from central rapidity.

C̃
(2,2)
qq̄,3 (ξa, ξb) = −16C 2

F

[
eY δa(δb + δ′b) + e−Y (δa + δ′a)δb

]

C̃
(2,2)
qg,3 (ξa, ξb) = 4TF (CF + CA)e

Y δaδb

C̃
(2,2)
gq,3 (ξa, ξb) = 4TF (CF + CA)e

−Y δaδb
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Observable Dependence

• Exponential growth of power corrections for hadronic definition.

• Power corrections for leptonic definition close to rapidity independent!

• Very important when computing differential distributions. (e.g.
rapidity spectrum)
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=⇒ Leptonic Definition Strongly Preferred!
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Observable Dependence

10-5 10-4 10-3 10-2
10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1 NNLO Power Correction

• Before including power corrections, improved definition
=⇒ ∼ 10 reduction in power correction for integrated cross section.

• Adapted in recent applications of N-jettiness. e.g. 1710.06294 1708.02925

• General lesson for N-jettiness slicing that applies beyond the color
singlet case.
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Numerical Comparisons

︷︸︸︷
dσ

dτ
−

n=∞∑
n=0

(
αs

π

)n 2n−1∑
n=0

c(0)
nm

(
logm τ

τ

)
+︸ ︷︷ ︸

=

︷ ︸︸ ︷
n=∞∑
n=0

(
αs

π

)n 2n−1∑
n=0

c(2)
nm logm τ + · · ·

• Exact fixed order result can be computed numerically (MCFM).

• Subtract known leading power result to obtain power corrections:

• Allows a numerical study of the size of power corrections in
N-jettiness subtraction scheme.

MCFM

Leading Power

Power Corrections ≡ Nonsingular

[Campbell, Ellis, Williams]
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NLO Beam Thrust at NLP

• NLO nonsingular cross section well approximated by leading
logarithmic power correction

dσnons

dτ
=
(αs

π

)(︷ ︸︸ ︷
c̃ (1) log(τ)+c̃ (0) +O(τ)

)
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NLO Beam Thrust at NLP

• Significant reduction in power correction, ∆σ(τcut).
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• Agrees well with scaling
estimate.

Power Correction (Linear) Power Correction (Log)
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NNLO Beam Thrust at NLP

• Leading logarithm provides good approximation at NNLO.

• At NNLO there are subleading logarithms which we have not (yet)
calculated.
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c̃ (3) log3(τ)+c̃ (2) log2(τ) + c̃ (1) log(τ) + c̃ (0) +O(τ)
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Calculated
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NNLO Beam Thrust at NLP

• Combined result for ∆σ(τcut) for both channels at NNLO.
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• Agrees well with scaling
estimate.
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NNLO Beam Thrust at NLP: Higgs

• Similar behavior observed for the Higgs case.
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• Agrees well with scaling
estimate.
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Summary of Improvement

• Analytic leading power correction + improved observable definition
=⇒ ∼ 100 improvement.

• Power corrections under good analytic control.
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NNLO Power Correction

• N-jettiness subtractions promising as an NNLO subtraction scheme.
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Future Directions

• This was a specific case, namely Drell-Yan/ Higgs production.

• Many questions/ directions remain:

• Extension to final state jets:

• Relation dσ(2,2)

dτ
= chc,3 ln

3 τ + · · · hints at simple structure.

• Calculation of further subleading logs.

• Conceptually straightforward in our framework.

• Extension to N3LO?
• α3

s log
5 τ power corrections known using above. Need leading power

3-loop soft/beam functions (3-loop soft function known for pT ).
[Li, Zhu]
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Conclusions

• N-Jettiness subtractions provides a general
approach to NNLO calculations involving jets.

• Factorization and EFTs can be used to
compute subleading power corrections for
perturbative event shapes.

• Power corrections for N-jettiness subtractions
are under analytic control.
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Thanks!
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